FORTHCOMING PAPERS

The following are some papers that have been accepted for publication in future issues of *Clays and Clay Minerals*:

Motoharu Kawano and Sumine Obokata. The effect of amino acids on the dissolution rates of amorphous silica in near-neutral solution.


Zaenal Abidin, Naoto Matsue and Teruo Henmi. Chemical modification of nano-ball allophane at nano level.

Tomohiko Okada, Yusuke Ehara and Makoto Ogawa. Adsorption of Eu$^{3+}$ to smectites and fluoro-tetrasilicic mica.


Omer Bozkaya, Hüseyin Yalcin, Zeynel Basibuyuk and Gülcan Bozkaya. Metamorphic-hosted pyrophyllite and dickite occurrences from the hydrous Al-silicate deposits of the Malatya-Pütürge region, Central Eastern Anatolia, Turkey.